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Abstract : Historical accounts of forest use in the Philippines reveal how massive deforestation has depleted the

once lush tropical rainforests of the country. A century of plunder of the forest resource can be traced to factors

such as conversion of forest to agricultural land, commercial logging and the pressures of population growth

(Kummer +33, ; Cruz ,***). However, “one important thread ... that [runs] through most of these realities [is] power

politics : the influence of political power and vested interests on forest management policies and decisions as well

as on their implementation” (Vitug ,***).

In order to address the decline of the forest resource, policy reform has been instituted, as has a shift in the

direction of forest management, particularly since the end of dictatorial rule under Marcos (Pulhin +331 ; Sabban

+331). Forest policy in the Philippines has subsequently become known for its active pursuit of people-centered

sustainable forest development (Utting ,***).

This paper traces the evolution of forest policy in the Philippines from the period of Spanish rule up to the present

day. It highlights the trend from the highly regulatory, centrally controlled and industry-biased forest policy that

was characteristic of the colonial period up until the end of the +31*s, towards a more decentralized, participatory

and people-oriented approach that has typified the direction of policy implemented over the last two decades. It also

discusses the di#erent actors involved in policy-making and their roles in determining the course of current forest

policy. A brief analysis of the current issues pertinent to forest policy in the Philippines, especially those that relate

to participatory forestry, is also presented. The paper concludes by pointing out that reform in the policy process

has to be accompanied by a corresponding shift in power if forest policies are to be more responsive to the needs of

the local people whose lives are dependent on the forest for survival.

Key words : Forest policy, Philippine forests, community-based forest management, participatory forestry, policy

actors, policy process, shift in power.

+ Introduction
When Spanish colonizers first landed in the Philip-

pines in +/,+, approximately ,1 million hectares of fore-

sted land existed across the archipelago, accounting for

3* per cent of the total land area of -* million hectares.

However, by the year +3** forest cover had fallen to 1*

per cent (a total of ,+ million hectares), and by +3/* the

figure stood at .3.+ per cent. It is estimated that over this

period about +* million hectares of forest were lost,

averaging at ,**,*** hectares destroyed per year (Sajise

+332 ; Borlagdan, Guiang and Pulhin ,**+). Exploitative

forest practices continued in the post-independence era

following the Second World War, with records showing

an annual rate of deforestation as high as +1,,*** hec-

tares from the +3/*s through to +31- (Boado +322). How-

ever, forest decline was most blatant under the Marcos

regime, placing the Philippines at the top of the list of

countries with the highest deforestation rates within the

Asia-Pacific region (Vitug ,***).

The dark past of forest use in the Philippines still

haunts the country today. Forests have disappeared

altogether in many places, and the remaining fragments

are concentrated in only a few regions, particularly

Regions ,, ., +* and ++. To make matters worst, more

than ,* million Filipinos occupy the uplands, and nearly

half of this population is entirely dependent on the

forest resource which remains in these areas. In addi-

tion, these groups are characterized by an annual popu-

lation growth rate of ,.2 per cent (Sajise +332), which is

*./ per cent higher than the country’s average of ,.- per

cent.

The +331 data on land classification show that +/.22

million hectares of the country’s total land area are

classified as forest land. Of this figure, about +/ million

hectares (3. per cent) have been classified into various

categories, while the remaining *.22 million hectares

remain unclassified (Forest Management Bureau +332).

In contrast, +332 forestry statistics place the actual

forest cover at /.. million hectares, comprising roughly

+2 per cent of the total land area (Table +). Of this total,

-./ million hectares (00 per cent) is classified as

dipterocarp forest, of which old growth accounts for ,1

per cent (2*/,*** hectares), the remaining 11 per cent (,.1

million hectares) being made up of residual forest. In

addition, pine forests are estimated at ,,2,*** hectares,

whereas mossy, submarginal and mangrove forests com-

prise +.*. million, .1/,*** and ++,,*** hectares respective-

ly (Forest Management Bureau +332).

The forests of the Philippines are highly diverse

(Table ,), as are the people and cultures that depend on

them for survival (Malayang ,**+). Po#enberger (,***)

notes that significant losses in forest cover over the last

century have a#ected over , million plant species and
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impacted upon more than +** di#erent indigenous cul-

tures.

Since the Spanish colonial period, forest policy in the

Philippines has been continuously revised to suit the

changing priorities and needs of the country in relation

to the goods and services provided by the forests. De-

spite this, however, the country’s forest resources have

continued to dwindle, benefiting the privileged few at

the expense of the millions of people living in the up-

lands who depend on these resources for survival.

The following sections examine the evolution of forest

policy in the Philippines in the context of the dwindling

forest resource, the key actors and their roles in shaping

recent policy initiatives towards community-based

forest management, and the current policy-related con-

cerns confronting the forestry sector.

Table + Status of forests in the Philippines, +331 : forest area (hectares) by region.

Table , Forest types of the Philippines.
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, Evolution of forest policy
For the purpose of this paper, the history of forest

policy in the Philippines is divided into three periods :

forest policy of the colonial period ; post-colonial ex-

ploitation (+3.0-+31*s) ; and a subsequent shift towards

the promotion of local participation in forest manage-

ment (+32*s-present).

,-+ Forest policy of the colonial period

During the Spanish era, royal decrees were pro-

mulgated which placed the land and natural resources of

the Philippines under state control and regulation

(Sajise +332 ; Borlagdan, Guiang and Pulhin ,**+). Three

main objectives for forest policy can be discerned in

these royal decrees : a) the provision of timber for Span-

Box + Important events of the American colonial period up to the beginning of World War II.
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ish civil and naval needs ; b) the generation of govern-

ment revenue ; and c) the perpetuation of the forest

resource (Boado +322). With the introduction of this

Regalian Doctrine, the colonial authorities changed the

public attitude towards a range of forest issues by un-

dermining traditional rights to land ownership as well as

other prior claims of indigenous communities to forest

resources (Borlagdan, Guiang and Pulhin ,**+). Further-

more, rights to forest utilization were granted only to a

few “privileged” individuals, which led to the conversion

of lowland forest land into agricultural crop plantations

(Sajise +332 ; Borlagdan, Guiang and Pulhin ,**+).

Spanish land law weakened customary Filipino sys-

tems of land tenure, depriving indigenous peoples of

their rights to their land and bypassing communal

Indios associations. Instead, the colonial government

and the local elite claimed the land for themselves

(Po#enberger and McGean +33- ; Sanvictores +331).

The Spanish institutionalized the notion of state own-

ership of forest land and forest resources in the country

through the establishment of a forest bureaucracy and

its constituent instruments which allocated proprietary

rights for forest use (Borlagdan, Guiang and Pulhin ,**+).

In +20-, the Inspeccion General de Montes (IGM) was

created, which governed the utilization of forest re-

sources (Boado +322 ; Sajise +332). Though the IGM

facilitated the release of forest land to private interests,

land had to be thoroughly surveyed, gazetted and o$-

cially certified as both alienable and disposable, before it

could be sold (Borlagdan, Guiang and Pulhin ,**+ ;

Boado +322).

Despite this, forest policy enacted under Spanish rule

can be considered as instigating relatively little forest

exploitation in the Philippines. Commercial forest ex-

ploitation for timber and the generation of government

revenue from forest use was limited since the Spanish

colonizers had control over only a small portion of the

archipelago. Moreover, even though illegal logging and

the development of agriculture in forest lands increased

at this time, the pressure on forest lands was negligible

and the net loss not extensive, since the human popula-

tion was small (Boado +322 ; Borlagdan, Guiang and

Pulhin ,**+).

When the United States took control of the Philippines

in +232, the country, apart from Cebu and Bohol, still had

extensive forest cover. The lush forest vegetation which

remained in many parts of the country was e#ectively

“waiting to be explored by American capitalists” (Boado

+322), and encouraged the rapid development of the for-

estry industries. As the government asserted ownership

over forests and forest land (Borlagdan, Guiang and

Pulhin ,**+ ; Boado +322), American logging companies

entered the country and mechanized logging began.

In +3*., the US congress enacted the Forest Act, which

aimed “to encourage rational exploitation of the forests

by installation of an appropriate regulatory environ-

ment to prescribe fees and taxes, and to define parame-

ters for conversion of forest land to agriculture” (Boado

+322 ; Sajise +332). As such, the act became the decisive

regulatory mechanism in Philippine forestry and

remained the basis for all elements of forest manage-

ment until +31/ (Boado +322). The state forest service,

which later became an independent bureau, was

organized under its direction, and, concomitantly, a for-

estry curriculum was established at the college of agri-

culture within the University of the Philippines, with the

subsequent creation of a college of forestry.

Accordingly, the forest industries in the Philippines

flourished throughout the American period of rule, and

the country became a major exporter of logs and timber

on the world market, trading particularly with the

United States. Amongst its domestic industries, the

lumber industry ranked fourth in terms of production,

second in terms employment, and third with regard to

monthly payments at this time. The forest industry also

generated annual revenue averaging at P,.3 million

(Boado +322 ; Borlagdan, Guiang and Pulhin ,**+).

However, the boom in the forest industry also pro-

mpted a “steady loss of forest throughout the era of

American rule” (Po#enberger ,***). In response to the

negative impacts brought about particularly by destruc-

tive logging, laws prohibiting kaingin-making and ille-

gal entry into public forests were promulgated.

Reforestation projects were also initiated in +3+0 to ad-

dress the deforestation problem. However, these acts

proved ine#ective and di$cult to implement due to the

size of the population, a lack of forest rangers, and the

enormous size of forest lands (Sajise +332 ; Boado +322).

Despite the entry of the Japanese in +3.,, all districts

and forest stations in occupied territories continued to

operate. The country’s forest resources were heavily

exploited for war purposes, resulting in severe deforesta-

tion and a devastated forest industry (Boado +322).

,-, From +3.0 to the +31*s : forest policy and post-

colonial exploitation

The post-colonial period did not bring any major

change in the focus of forest policy (Boado +322) as the

government continued to support and even reinforce the

system of ownership promoted by the Regalian Doctrine

(Sajise +332 ; Boado +322). Indeed, the +3.0 constitution

of the new Philippine Republic asserted that all timber-

lands belonged to the state (Boado +322). Hence, “the

powers of allocation, classification, regulation, and man-

agement of forests and timberlands remained with the

government” (Borlagdan, Guiang and Pulhin ,**+).

The post-war period was also characterized by in-

creased forest exploitation. Large-scale logging ex-

panded to meet the increasing market demands for

timber in Japan and the United States. This generated

more revenue for the government, which was greatly

needed to help accelerate national rehabilitation and

development (Boado +322 ; Borlagdan, Guiang and

Pulhin ,**+). However, many politicians and “well-
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connected” individuals also found the exploitation of

natural resources to be a very lucrative business

(Borlagdan, Guiang and Pulhin ,**+).

Amidst the highly destructive logging activities in the

post-independence era, policy which advocated sustaina-

ble forest management and brought about the formation

of regulated felling procedures known as the Philippine

Selective Logging System (PSLS), was introduced in

+3/-. The government also adopted the policy of “land

for the landless”, instituted the Homestead Act, and pro-

moted export and import substitution policies

(Borlagdan, Guiang and Pulhin ,**+).

When Marcos ascended to the presidency in +30/,

deforestation peaked as the number of logging conces-

sionaires grew, the export market became hungrier for

logs, and the population increased. Under his regime,

the number of timber license agreements (TLAs) granted

also soared. As logging rights to vast forest concessions,

TLAs were used as a tool to cement political patronage

and as a means to strengthen Marcos’ political network.

That is, forest concessions were dispensed to the

president’s cronies as a reward for political loyalty

(Vitug ,***).

Experiencing eventually the inevitable results of sev-

eral decades of forest exploitation, the Marcos adminis-

tration in the +31*s formulated a number of programmes

that rallied the involvement of individuals and upland

communities in forest management. These included the

Forest Occupancy Management (FOM) in +31/, the

Family Approach to Reforestation (FAR) in +310, and

Communal Tree Farming (CTF) in +312. The Programme

for Forest Ecosystem Management (PROPEM) was also

introduced in +312, requiring all citizens of the Philip-

pines to plant one tree a month for a period of five years

(Boado +322 ; Sajise +332 ; Pulhin +331).

Though these programmes enlisted the public in their

capacity to provide labour rather than as partners in

forest conservation and development, they did mark the

onset of a pioneering period in the establishment of

community forestry in the Philippines (Pulhin +331).

,-- From the +32*s to the present : a shift in policy

towards local participation

Recognizing the potential role of people in the conser-

vation and development of forest resources, Letter of

Instruction +,0* was issued in +32,, which consolidated

the CTF, FOM and FAR into one comprehensive pro-

gramme entitled the Integrated Social Forestry Pro-

gramme (ISFP). This programme accordingly aimed to

“democratize the use of public forests and to promote

more equitable distribution of the forest bounty”. Under

the ISFP, stewardship agreements were granted to qual-

ified individuals and communities allowing them to con-

tinue occupation and cultivation of upland areas, which

they were required to protect and reforest in return.

However, the programme has been characterized by

weak implementation, low participation of beneficiaries,

poor government support, neglect of ancestral domain

rights, and uncertainty with respect to sharing of bene-

fits from forest products (Pulhin +321 ; Sajise +332).

After the +320 EDSA revolution, “the concept of decen-

tralization, people’s participation and the recognition of

the socio-political dimension of forestry moved into the

mainstream of policy formation” (Sajise +332). Since

then, various initiatives in the decentralization process

have been established, later leading to the development

of community-based forest management (Sabban +331).

Forest policy scenarios implemented since +320 have

tended towards a more people-oriented forestry pro-

gramme, with more NGO involvement and greater em-

phasis on the role of local government units. The +321

National Reforestation Program (NFP) under the Aquino

administration promulgated a new reforestation policy

o#ering market incentives and involving communities,

families, NGOs and corporations in management initia-

tives. In addition, a policy decision to ban all logging in

old growth forests was implemented in January +33,,

shifting the production of timber to residual forests

(Sajise +332 ; Vitug ,***).

Following the demise of dictatorial rule, the new ad-

ministration established a system of protected areas and

recognized the rights of cultural minorities through its

two milestone policy instruments (Republic Act No.

1/20). With the enactment of the Certificate of Ancestral

Land Claims, the rights of indigenous people to their

ancestral lands were reasserted. Moreover, the National

Integrated Protected Areas System (NIPAS) Act of +33,

encouraged community participation in the delimitation

of land boundaries and in the management of protected

areas. These two crucial policy instruments underlined

the role of public and community involvement in re-

source management (Sajise +332).

The issuance of Department Administrative Order

(DAO) No. ,, in +33- by the Department of Environment

and Natural Resources (DENR) established the Commu-

nity Forestry Programme (CFP). Among its objectives

were the initiation of community-based forest develop-

ment and utilization of natural resources, and protection

of the remaining primary forests with the help of local

communities (Sajise +332). The programme has

recognized that upland poverty alleviation, social justice

and equity in resource distribution, and forest

sustainability can be achieved through community for-

estry (Pulhin +331).

Since the +33*s, community forestry has continued to

expand through the various people-oriented forestry

programmes and projects implemented throughout the

country. These initiatives have also incorporated for the

first time mandates that deal with aspects of productive

residual forest, existing forest plantation and even old

growth forest management (Pulhin +331 ; Borlagdan,

Guiang and Pulhin ,**+). The expansion of community

forestry in the country has also been facilitated by nu-

merous international funding agencies that have provid-
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ed both technical and financial support (Pulhin +331 ;

Vitug ,***).

In +33/, Executive Order (EO) ,0- was issued by the

then President Fidel V. Ramos, paving the way for the

institutionalization of a community-based forest man-

agement (CBFM) programme. Governed by the rules

and regulations set out in this order, DENR Department

Administrative Order No. 30-,3 issued in +330 estab-

lished CBFM as the national strategy for sustainable

forest management and social equity in the Philippine

uplands. Various programmes that espouse public par-

ticipation as decisive elements of forest management

have also been integrated, administered and managed

under the CBFM (Pulhin +331 ; Sajise +332). Among

these are the Integrated Social Forestry Programme

(ISFP) ; Upland Development Project (UDP) ; Forest

Land Management Programme (FLMP) ; Community

Forestry Programme (CFP) ; Low Income Upland

Communities Project (LIUCP) ; Regional Resources Man-

agement Project (RRMP) ; Integrated Rainforest Man-

agement Project (IRMP) ; Forestry Sector Project (FSP) ;

Coastal Environmental Programme (CEP) ; and Recogni-

tion of Ancestral Domains/Claims.

Under the DENR CBFM National Strategic Plan, 3

million hectares of the country’s total classified forest

land area of +/.2 million hectares have been earmarked

for community management by the year ,**2. This

represents a drastic departure from the preceding forest

management approach, which placed 2-+* million hec-

tares of forest land - around one-third of the country’s

total land area of -* million hectares - under the control

of the social elite, particularly the relatively few timber

license operators (Pulhin, ,**+).

The immediate task of CBFM is to create and nurture

an enabling environment in which people can manage

their forest resources in a sustainable way. To achieve

this, di#erent key strategies for promoting CBFM have

been implemented : the integration of people-oriented

forestry projects ; provision of land tenure security ;

promotion of livelihood projects ; and decentralization

of forest resource governance. These e#orts have trans-

formed the role of the people from mere labourers to

partners in forest resource management. From a limited,

experimental scale in the late +31*s, CBFM now covers

an area of around /./ million hectares of forest land, and

involves more than -//,*** families (Tesoro, +333 ;

DENR, ,**,).

- Key policy actors and their roles
The shaping of forest policy in post-colonial Philip-

pines has been largely determined by the interactions,

negotiations and decisions of the di#erent political

actors involved in policy formulation. Among these

important policy actors are : the legislators in the Philip-

pine Congress ; the President of the Philippines ; the De-

partment of Environment and Natural Resources ; Local

Government Units (LGUs) ; the private sector and in

particular the wood industry ; academic and other re-

search institutes ; civil society ; and international fund-

ing institutions. The respective roles of these various

bodies and individuals in redirecting recent forest policy

initiatives towards a more participatory forest manage-

ment are briefly discussed below.

--+ The Philippine Congress

Forestry laws are enacted by the Philippine Congress,

the national legislative body composed of the Senate

(upper chamber) and the House of Representatives

(lower chamber). Legislative proposals or bills relating

to forestry are normally initiated by DENR, although

other sectors such as academia, business and civil socie-

ty, can also serve as proponents. When approved and

signed by the President of the Philippines, bills passed

by Congress become law (Magallona and Malayang III

,**+). Recently, the Philippine Congress has passed into

law two important pieces of legislation supportive of the

concept of CBFM : Republic Act (RA) No. 1/20 or the

National Integrated Protected Areas Act of +33,, and

Republic Act 2-1+ or the Indigenous Peoples Rights Act

of +331. RA 1/20 provides for the representation of local

communities on the Protected Area Management Board,

the policy-making body for all issues relating to pro-

tected areas, by making use of people’s organizations

(POs). RA 2-1+, on the other hand, has been considered a

watershed proclamation in the history of the

Philippines’ forest legislation. Crucially, it di#ers from

the Regalian Doctrine by recognizing and promoting all

individual and collective rights of indigenous cultural

communities/peoples (ICCs/IPs) over ancestral lands/

domains, which had been under state control ever since

the Spanish commandeered all “public land”. Despite

these two important policies, however, the Philippine

Congress has yet to enact a single comprehensive piece

of legislation that specifically adopts the practice of

CBFM. During the last +. years, a proposed law on

sustainable forest management that adopts CBFM as the

principal strategy has been repeatedly revised in the

Philippine Congress but has not yet been enacted into

law.

--, The President of the Philippines

Within the current structure of the Philippine govern-

ment, the president of the country may also issue execu-

tive orders pertaining to the administration and man-

agement of the country’s forest resources, although such

proclamations do not carry the full force of the law, as do

those passed by the Philippine Congress. Of the four

presidents that have governed since the EDSA I revolu-

tion, President Fidel V. Ramos’ administration has

appeared the most supportive of the concept of CBFM.

During his term in +33/, President Ramos issued a land-

mark policy, Executive Order No. ,0-, adopting com-

munity-based forest management as the national strate-

gy to ensure the sustainable development of the
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country’s forest resources and the provision of mecha-

nisms for its implementation. EO No. ,0- remains the

basis for the current administration in formulating for-

estry rules, regulations and programmes geared towards

sustainable forestry.

--- Department of Environment and Natural Re-

sources

Within the executive branch of the government, the

Department of Environment and Natural Resources pro-

vides the institutional mechanism for the implementa-

tion of state policy on the development and utilization of

natural resources. Congress grants DENR the authority

to promulgate appropriate rules and regulations that

translate the generalities of law into concrete terms to

promote a more e#ective implementation of forest-

related legislation (Magallona and Malayang III ,**+).

DENR is headed by a secretary, responsible for the issu-

ance of various rules and regulations such as Depart-

ment Administrative Orders and Memorandum

Circulars that guide the proper implementation of for-

estry laws.

From +320 to the present, the DENR has been under

the successive leadership of six secretaries, including the

newly appointed Heherson Alvarez who is a former

member of the Philippine Congress. Of these six depart-

ment secretaries, Fulgencio Factoran, Angel Alcala and

Victor Ramos in particular have all contributed to the

promotion of the ideals of community-based resource

management through the rules and regulations perti-

nent to CBFM issued under their authority. In contrast,

Secretary Antonio Cerilles, under former President

Estrada’s administration, was tagged as anti-CBFM, with

his issuance of a memorandum on the ,,nd September

+332 that suspended the processing of cutting permits in

six regions in the country. The current DENR Secretary

Alvarez, however, supports the principles of CBFM and

as such has encouraged a return to the earlier course in

policy taken by the DENR.

--. Local Government Units

With the enactment of the Local Government Code

RA 1+0* in +33+, certain DENR responsibilities were

devolved to local government units (LGUs). The code

empowers LGUs to enforce forestry laws and engage in

community-based and social forestry programmes.

Supportive of the CBFM, the Department of Interior and

Local Government (DILG) issued three circulars in the

period +33/ to +330, enjoining all LGUs to help

strengthen programme implementation. In addition,

some LGUs in Luzon and Mindanao have passed provin-

cial/municipal resolutions appropriating funds to

finance CBFM projects in their localities. Some of the

successful LGU initiatives for participatory forestry that

have been backed up by LGU legislation include those

established by the provincial governments of Nueva

Viscaya in Northern Luzon and Bukidnon in Mindanao.

--/ The private sector

Traditionally, the role of the private sector in forestry

has been primarily confined to the development of for-

estry and wood processing technologies to generate jobs,

capital and timber-based products (Korten +33,). With

the evolving political and economic situation, however,

the wood industry has become increasingly involved in

the promotion and advocacy of policy that benefits the

industry’s interests. During the initial conception of

community forestry, there was considerable resistance

from the wood industry in permitting local communities

to utilize timber on a commercial scale. However, along

with strengthening government support for CBFM,

members of the private sector have increasingly ac-

commodated the CBFM approach within the country’s

strategy for sustainable forest management. A draft bill

on sustainable management of forest resources current-

ly being debated in congress singles out CBFM as the

principal strategy in achieving this aim, and has won the

full support of the private and other sectors.

--0 Academic and other research institutions

Academic and other research institutions have like-

wise contributed, both directly and indirectly, to the

shaping of forest policies which advocate participatory

management. Enlightened academics from the oldest

forestry college in the Philippines, the College of Forest-

ry and Natural Resources (CFNR) at the University of

the Philippines Los Ban
�

os, as well as esteemed research-

ers from the Los Bano
�

s science community, have played

a key role in determining the new people-oriented, con-

servation-minded course of forest policy, in place of the

historically pro-elite, exploitative mode of management.

Immediately after the EDSA I revolution in +320, the

newly appointed DENR Secretary Sonny Dominguez

created a Policy Advisory Group (PAG) chaired by the

former CFNR Dean Juan Adolfo V. Revilla and com-

posed mostly of members of the Los Bano
�

s science com-

munity to coordinate a fresh direction in forest policy.

The PAG adopted equity and redistributive social jus-

tice as core principles in crafting the DENR’s policy

agenda, particularly in the area of resource allocation.

As a result, the balance has been tipped away from the

once TLA-biased forest policies in favor of community-

based forest management. Subsequent forest policy has

embraced the principles of social equity and people’s

participation in forest management, with academics and

researchers contributing significantly to their formula-

tion, most notably the ,/ year Master Plan for Forest

Development.

With their commitment to advance the knowledge

and practice of community forestry, concerned forestry

schools, colleges and research institutions have also

developed and implemented research projects that ad-

vance the theory and practice of people’s participation in

forestry activities. Findings from these research pro-
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jects have served as the scientific basis for policy formu-

lation and have indirectly contributed to the advance-

ment of participatory forest management policies.

Moreover, the o#ering of social forestry subjects over

the last two decades in more than -* forestry schools in

the country has led to the production of a new genera-

tion of “people-oriented foresters”, some of who are now

instrumental in advocating the continuous development

of the policy and practice of CBFM.

--1 Civil society

Civil society constitutes the non-government organi-

zations (NGOs) and people’s organizations (POs), which

operate at the national and local levels. Included in this

category are international NGOs and national/local

NGOs and POs whose capacity for influence ranges from

the provision of funds, policy advocacy, provision of

legal assistance to indigenous people, implementation,

monitoring and evaluation of DENR projects, communi-

ty level actions, and others. Broad and Cavanagh (+33-)

estimated that the number of people working for or

otherwise associated with formally organized NGOs and

POs in the country stands at about /-0 million, or around

a tenth of the total Philippine population. No estimate

exists, however, as to how many of these are working

only on forestry related concerns.

The +33+ Local Government Code provided the legal

platform for civil society to become involved in the

governance of the country’s forest resources, including

policy formulation. The Code allowed for the represen-

tation of civil society in governmental and multi-

sectoral policy making bodies such as in the municipal,

provincial and regional development councils, as well as

the Protected Area Management Board in the case of

NIPAS areas. Over the last decade, the advocacy work of

the civil society sector has been instrumental in the

enactment of CBFM-related policies such as Executive

Order No. ,0- in +33/ and its implementing rules and

regulations, the NIPAS Act of +33, and the Indigenous

Peoples Rights Act of +331. More recently, national

NGOs such as the Upland NGOs Assistance Committee

(UNAC) and the Philippine Federation for

Environmental Concern (PFEC) have entered dialogue

with the DENR to comment on new DENR rules and

regulations to strengthen the development and manage-

ment of CBFM areas.

--2 Funding institutions

Multilateral and bilateral funding institutions such as

the World Bank (WB), Asian Development Bank (ADB),

International Tropical Timber Organization (ITTO), and

the governments of Japan, Canada, United States, the

European Union etc., act as global drivers of forest

policy in the Philippines (Malayang ,**+). Their instru-

ments of influence include the provision of funds and

budgetary and technical support. Of the various fund-

ing institutions, the Ford Foundation, United States

Agency for International Development, ADB and WB

perhaps have the greatest influence in redirecting the

country’s policy towards CBFM. The +/ years of experi-

ence that the Upland Development Programme has

gained through funding by the Ford Foundation have

significantly contributed to the refinement of earlier

policy which evolved as a major forerunner to the pres-

ent CBFM programme. The Natural Resources Manage-

ment Programme, implemented through a financial

grant from USAID, was instrumental both in synthesiz-

ing EO No. ,0- and generating its widespread accept-

ance, as well as implementing the rules and regulations

adopted under CBFM as the national strategy for sus-

tainable development of the country’s forest resources.

Similarly, experiences gained from forestry projects

funded by the WB and ADB have contributed to the

development of policies that provide upland com-

munities with land tenure security and access to forest

resources, and have promoted the participation of civil

society in forest management.

. Current issues in forest policy
Given the significant shift away from a TLA-based

mode of management towards a community-based ap-

proach, it could be argued that the shaping of forest

policy in the Philippines over the last two decades has

been radical and progressive. Indeed, some professional

observers have claimed that the “Philippines has drafted

some of the most progressive community-oriented re-

source management policies in Asia” (Walpole et al.
+33-). Other experts regard these policies as something

to be acknowledged and learned from, if not emulated by

other countries in a similar situation (Byron +33, ; Fox

+33-). However, whether such policy initiatives will

persist and eventually lead to sustainable upland devel-

opment remains to be seen. A deeper analysis of current

policy formation in the country reveals some important

issues, which are briefly discussed below.

.-+ The challenge of consensus-building among

policy actors

The diversity of stakeholders involved in forest policy

formulation gives rise to a wide range of interests and

perspectives which make consensus-building a di$cult

task. Recent approaches to policy formulation have

tended to focus more on justifying proposals, than on

defining the processes and mechanisms that make for a

dynamic policy system. For instance, conflicting views

and a lack of consensus have prevented a bill on sustain-

able forest management, initially proposed alongside a

total logging ban, from developing beyond the discus-

sion phase for over a decade. The challenge, therefore, is

to invest more in “processes that facilitate continuing,

shifting and coordinated consensus-making among

sectors at all decision levels, and on developing mecha-

nisms that would allow for a wider representation in

policy making” (Malayang ,**+). However, precisely
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how these processes and mechanisms should be in-

stituted and who should be responsible for their initia-

tion has yet to be spelled out.

.-, The urgency of legislating for CBFM

A single comprehensive piece of legislation that incor-

porates all the recent e#orts and initiatives of participa-

tory forestry has yet to be enacted. In the absence of a

more up-to-date forest legislation that reflects the cur-

rent CBFM approach, Presidential Decree (PD) No. 1*/,

otherwise known as the Revised Forestry of the Philip-

pines enacted in +31/ and amended by PD +//3 in +312,

remains the basis for law enforcement regarding forest

management issues. However, this law is regulatory

rather than developmental in nature, and therefore does

not really capture the spirit and intention of CBFM

strategy. As previously mentioned, the proposed bill on

sustainable forest management that adopts CBFM as the

principal strategy of forest management, has been under

discussion in the Philippine Congress for more than a

decade, and has not yet been passed into law. Until this

is done, CBFM will always be vulnerable to alternative

approaches, depending on the whims and desires of the

DENR executive.

.-- Moving beyond policy formulation

The current approach to forest policy development

continues to place particular emphasis on policy formu-

lation with only very limited e#orts being made to

monitor and evaluate the e$cacy of policy, once it is

passed into law. Such a feedback mechanism is neces-

sary in order to provide a basis for further refinement

where policy is found not to work on the ground. To

achieve better results, there is thus the need to extend

the focus beyond policy formulation and put equal, if

not more emphasis on monitoring and evaluating the

e#ects of policy, as well as to establish an appropriate

feedback mechanism to ensure a more dynamic and

responsive policy development process.

/ Conclusion : making forest policies more re-

sponsive to local needs
A historical analysis of the development of forest

policy in the Philippines highlights the trend from a

highly regulatory, centrally controlled and industry-

biased forest policy characteristic of the colonial period,

towards a more decentralized, participatory and people-

oriented approach that has typified the direction of

policy over the last two decades. A number of di#erent

stakeholders have played a crucial role at various levels

in formulating policy that has placed increasing empha-

sis on community involvement in forest management.

Given this rapid transition from a TLA-regulated

mode of management to a community-based approach,

the shaping of forest policy in the Philippines over the

last two decades and in particular the formulation of

CBFM, may be considered radical and progressive. How-

ever, whether such policy initiatives will persist and

eventually lead to sustainable upland development,

remains to be seen in the coming years. A deeper

analysis of the current process of forest policy formation

reveals three major concerns, namely, the challenge of

building consensus among di#erent policy actors, the

urgent requirement for legislation which embodies the

methods and objectives of CBFM, and the need to put

more emphasis on the monitoring and evaluation of

existing policies, rather than simply focusing on policy

formulation.

Addressing these three issues, however, does not guar-

antee that forest policies will automatically become

more responsive to local people’s needs. Genuine reform

in the policy process has to be associated with a corre-

sponding shift in power. That is, modifying the pro-

cesses and mechanisms into a more dynamic and respon-

sive policy system requires that power be more equit-

ably distributed across not only the traditional power

bases, such as the State and its various agencies, but also

throughout the more marginal groups of society. Civil

society, and especially POs, must strengthen their polit-

ical capacity and develop their human and economic

resource base. This will put them in a stronger position

for negotiation with other political actors in order to

arrive at a policy consensus that will advance their own

interests and welfare, and promote the sustainability of

the forest resources upon which many of them depend.

The process will certainly require that local groups es-

tablish alliances and partnerships with a wider range of

stakeholders. The involvement of sympathetic and con-

scientious members of the government, as well as aca-

demic, private and international funding institutions, is

required to ensure that the ability to influence policy

decisions is extended to those who justly deserve it.
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Appendix , Compilation of Policies relating to Community-Based Forest Management.
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